My dear brothers and sisters,

On September 15, 1996 Father explained: “What force can turn around this world of hell? It is impossible to achieve this without living in God’s love – that is, according to the absolute, unique, unchanging and eternal standard. The original owner of our sexual organs is God.” The core challenge of the Messiah is therefore to build a God-centred family by restoring one woman to the position of oneness with our Heavenly Parent, whereby Father can only do so much – he cannot do it alone as the achievement of this task depends equally on his wife.

After being married to Hak Ja Han for more than 5 decades Father shared on September 2, 2011 that he was not yet able to have his wedding ceremony: “I cannot be at ease for even a moment. All my youth was spent on this mission. I have not been able to have my wedding ceremony as Mother had to go her own course to 70.” True Father could not have his own wedding ceremony on the perfection level; he had to leave this world without having achieved this substantial Blessing from God as I have pointed out in previous reflections.

At that time Father asked. “Didn’t I say that I will hold True Parents' Wedding Ceremony? I am not making this up. You have to make preparations to invest devotion that is ten, a hundred, ten thousand or even a hundred million times more than that of those people in the world who preach that we should become the bride. Otherwise, you will not be able to receive the new Blessing.” Very sadly, such preparations were not made with the right kind of heart and accordingly no holy Wedding Ceremony could be held on the final level.

Father had tried again and again until the end to establish a victorious foundation of unity between him and True Mother. I spoke about this fact for example in the reflection with the title “Mother, thank you for your hard work! Offer a bow to Father” where I shared about Father having made a special ceremony at the Cheon Hwa Gung in Las Vegas on April 14, 2012, stating: “In a place where the Internal God and External God are perfectly united, Sun Myung Moon and Hak Ja Moon, who are able to become True Parents in the Garden of Eden with no shadow of the fall, return to the position where God said ‘When you eat the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, you will die.’”

Father and Mother reached the position of Adam and Eve before the Fall where the decisive question was whether or not the fruit offered by the archangel would be eaten. Most sadly and tragically, this is what became a reality, an issue to which Father referred e.g. in February of 2004 when he admonished Mother a third time, explaining: “So finally the True Parent came along and worked hard in order to become one with God and lay claim to the body for eternity. You need to know this. Mother needs to be recreated, remade. There is nothing over which Mother can lay claim... Mother do you understand? You need to know your responsibilities and the responsibilities of Father... Wouldn’t it be the Fall for Mother to be at the center and Father unite with her? We cannot depart from the Principle.” (page 27-29, volume 489)
As recorded on page 303 of the original volume no. 608 of the collection with his speeches Father deplored on February 27, 2009: “Talk to Mother whether she lives thoughtlessly or not. Mother also should cross the 38th parallel line. She said, ‘You go your own way and I have my own way to go.’ So we are separated. Even if there is only one percent or a zero point something percent of difference, we will be separated. We have to enter into the gate of heaven together. At the Fall, they fell together. They were kicked out together. They went to the bottom of hell together.

Why is it that I was unable to reveal the so-called Mother as the second coming of the Messiah? If I reveal these things, everything has to disappear, they all should be kicked out and the doors be closed. Even God wants to just let humanity go and close the doors. But then He has to close the doors on True Parents as well. God said, ‘At least you, who are the True Parent, should remain.’ That is why I remained, and they even tried to remove the one that remained. Where is the platform for me to stand on?”

One year later Father mentioned his unspeakably sad situation with the following words: “Bride, I could not meet my bride, God’s woman.” (March 7, 2010) That is the reality Father was faced with in respect to his wife not really becoming one with him. Again and again Father spoke of Mother’s task to be united with him centred on the Will of God.

In the reflection “Mother must be completed by being perfectly united with me” you could read that Father said on November 21, 2010: “The God of Night time, the God of Daytime, the King of Kings, and True Parents should have been one.” Unity between Father and Mother was not established by 2010, and one year later Father declared on November 5, 2011: “The first and second have been held, and the third will be the final one... Before the God of Night and God of Day can be joined, I must conduct the third holy wedding ceremony of the True Parents.”

That task was not achieved and the very sad situation remains about which Father spoke half a year before his ascension: “The God of Night and the God of Day couldn’t have the wedding ceremony yet. Do you know the God of Night and the God of Day have been separate?” (March 4, 2012) And this unspeakably tragic reality remains until today – until those Blessed couples come forward who are dedicated to achieve complete oneness between husband and wife and manifest that unity on the perfection level under God’s Blessing.

On September 2, 2011 Father asked, “Have True Parents ever been married? Mother, have you ever had a wedding?” She answered, “Formation, growth, completion...” And what did Father ask in response? “Have we done all the ceremonies?” Why did Father ask? Because the Holy Wedding ceremony was not established on the completion level.

On September 2, 2011 Father asked, “Have True Parents ever been married? Mother, have you ever had a wedding?” She answered, “Formation, growth, completion...” And what did Father ask in response? “Have we done all the ceremonies?” Why did Father ask? Because the Holy Wedding ceremony was not established on the completion level.
Wouldn't you? Even if it had been tens of thousands of years since you had died, wouldn't you want to come back to life to celebrate the joyous occasion of True Parents' holy wedding? Would you want to do that, or not? Would you want to see it, or not? [Yes, we would.] When is D-Day? How many days are left? [499] Do you think the real True Parents will come on that day and have their wedding?” Did this joyous day of greatest happiness and fulfilment based on True Parents having their wedding become manifested on Foundation Day? No, most sadly it wasn’t.

On September 3, 2011 Father asked, “Have True Parents had their wedding ceremony in the sphere where heaven and earth resonate with each other?” And he explained: “The final step for True Parents is entering the sphere of the resonance of heaven and earth, to have a wedding ceremony, which should have occurred in the Garden of Eden. That is God's wedding as well as True Parents wedding. That signifies the perfection of family which can echo with heaven and earth.

These words are the most fearful words for me. The most fearful words. Before I like them most, they are most fearful words for me. The only words that must remain in the Garden of Eden should have been ‘True Parents.’ It is because they are legitimate successors. You must know that. What I said two days ago was ‘Have so-called True Parents had their wedding ceremony in a true sense?’” The task of achieving the wedding of True Parents in the realm of completion was the most fearful issue for Father, the most difficult challenge for the Lord of the Second Advent, which remained unaccomplished due to his wife not fulfilling her portion of responsibility, what Father pointed out repeatedly.

Father reminded brothers and sisters that he had asked them on September 1, 2011 whether True Parents had their wedding ceremony in a true sense. What is the correct answer? No, they could not. Otherwise there would not have been the need of True Father to remind everybody about this sad fact. Father asked further: “Why am I bothered to say the God of Night and the God of Day? What do they do getting together? The problem is that humankind could not have one unified tradition. The most important issue is to establish the sphere of resonance. Regarding the sphere of resonance, the current situation must be more stable than that before the fall of Adam and Eve.” Unfortunately such a stable foundation of resonance in heart was not achieved in the relationship between Father and Mother and therefore Father could not live to see Foundation Day where he and Mother should have received God’s Blessing on the perfection level.

As you can read in chapter 6 of the book “Blessing and Ideal Family”: "In order to indemnify Eve's distrust of God, Mother had to set up the firm condition that could win God's 100% trust in her. Eve led her husband Adam to fall, so in order to indemnify Eve's failure, Mother had to win Father's 100% trust. Owing to Mother's victorious spiritual foundation, which won the trust of both God and Father, God's Day could be selected and established." Yes, the formation stage unity between Father and Mother as basis for the first God’s Day in 1968 was achieved, but a heartfelt unity between them was not built on the level where God could have blessed their marriage on the perfection level.

On July, 16, 2012, Father explained, “Since Adam couldn't fulfill his responsibility, he lost Eve. Eve kicked out Father, heaven and earth, and I have found and educated Mother
preparing her to attend. With the strong determination that I will put Mother in the position of the wife of Adam who represents the Creator, I have been recreating Mother throughout my life so that I can present her in front of the whole world with such a status.”

7 times 7 days later Father ascended? Why? Because he could not achieve a victorious foundation of having won the heart of True Mother to completely unite with him and God in order to stand as a True Eve in front of the world on the perfection level. Yes, she has won many victories and Father praised her many times, but ultimately she went her own way, what her husband confirmed in manifold ways, as I have pointed out in numerous quotations offered during the past two weeks.

I would like to remind you of Father’s words on September 4, 2011 where he explained, “If there is no wedding ceremony of True Parents, there will be no tradition. There will be no blood lineage.” The Holy Marriage of Father and Mother was not accomplished on the perfection level and accordingly there is no Blessing to be inherited or conveyed by their youngest son whom they entrusted with the task of being their heir. So the Blessing which Hyung Jin Nim offers is meaningless as there is no victorious foundation at all on the completion level for a special Blessing to be given from God.

FFWPU members like to claim that there is a victorious foundation of unity between Father and Mother, whereas this required basis for the victory of True Parentship was not accomplished on all 8 vertical and horizontal stages. This can be easily understood when taking Father’s words to heart, like his explanation on July 1, 2010: “May 15, 2010 (by the lunar calendar) …Mother and I together made a final declaration. Mother and I came to an agreement on matters about Korea and other matters pertaining to policies. That was when Mother promised that she would unite with me regardless of what was happening. Based on her promise, we made our declaration. Amid the final battle with the fallen world, Mother and I made a solemn promise centring on God. The time of that proclamation is significant: three represents the three ages of the Old Testament, New Testament and Completed Testament.

In particular, it signifies that this is the third age, the Completed Testament Age, which must never fail. Thus we stated, ‘As we welcome the age for the completion, conclusion and closure of the Old, New and Completed Testaments, we offer and declare the age in which the ultimate realm of oneness between True Father and True Mother is perfected and consummated, and the age in which God is all-immanent, all-transcendent, all-powerful and all-capable.’”

Did you listen to Father attentively? He said that they made a solemn pledge in front of God that they will be united, Mother promised that she will unite with him – after having done things her way, separated from Father, so many times until then. The pledge was made in front of our Heavenly Parent, but then broken again, so that Father had to ask his wife e.g. in April of 2012 to bow to him as I quoted in this reflection.

Things are crystal clear: Father did all he could on his side to restore one woman to the level where God’s Blessing for their marriage can be received on the completion level, but he could not succeed because his wife broke her promises again and again, going against his
husband’s explicit wishes, erasing so much of the foundation which he had established during his lifetime, finally creating her own new religion where everybody is supposed to worship True Parents instead of the Living God, based on a new theology with Hak Ja Han as the Messiah who saved her husband from original sin!

Yes, this is what Han Chongjae Nim has been doing, denying the truth of the Divine Principle that Eve has to be restored through Adam, as Father taught throughout his life. Along with her, FFWPU members have left their belief in the logical explanations of the Divine Principle in favour of being a member of True Parents’ religion, as Hak Ja Han calls it. She asks everybody to united centred on Her under the system which she established, as you can hear in the most recent Peace TV report (http://www.ipeacetv.com/briefing/7372/245463105). She is pursuing the realization of a world with herself at the center instead of advocating the goal of absolute unity with God and being directly guided by our Heavenly Parent in this new era after the coming of Heaven where there is no more need for a Messiah or following some central figure because the realm of God’s direct dominion has been opened up for all people to enter and to live in God’s Presence 24 hours a day.

All relevant questions concerning the relationship between Father and Mother have been answered by True Father himself, as I have shown in my reflections concerning what has become a reality in their marriage. Things are crystal clear when viewed from the standpoint of the Divine Principle and Father’s speeches which contain all the answers needed in order to build a world filled with True Love based on developing all Four Great Realms of the Heart.

The full truth of God, His/Her standpoint is revealed in this new era After the Coming of Heaven so that nobody has an excuse that he or she did not know. It is your and my responsibility to take it seriously what Father has actually stated, no matter how painful that truth may be for us personally.

God’s ideal of a True Family was not accomplished during the lifetime of the Lord of the Second Advent, but he has opened up the way for all people who desire to do so to build an absolutely God-centred family in this new era of God’s direct dominion over man. We know everything needed to be aware of in order to build loving families and are able to do so irrespective of the situation in the so-called “True Family” because we do not depend on the Messiah’s result as Father has clearly told us.

You and I decide whether we walk the path of becoming a true son or daughter of God which is now possible for every human being. In order to support this universal task, I have built the first True Love Study Home as a prototype for people to learn in-depth about the intrinsic qualities of True Love and help each other to manifest it.

Blessed are who set their priorities right and focus on becoming a more loving person every day, Sincerely yours,

Nikolaus